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ABSTRACT: In last couple of years, various network switch vendors have presented programming improvement 

packs for re-programming their network devices and many business switches now support the rising OpenFlow 

standard. Analysts and researchers have proposed new applications that can keep running on top of a software 

defined network (SDN), like energy-efficient networking, load balancing, dynamic access control and seamless 

client mobility. Several research and industry groups are exploring various components of software defined 

networking. The goal of this paper is to explore advancements related to software define networking and to 

understand the capabilities of SDN. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Software- defined networking (SDN) is a network architecture that decouples the control and data planes, moving the 

control plane (network intelligence and policy making) to an application called a controller as per Open Networking 

Foundation (ONF) [1,4].  

 

 The ubiquitous presence of cell phones, server virtualization and appearance of cloud technologies are among the 

patterns driving the systems administration industry to reevaluate customary system models. Numerous ordinary 

systems are various leveled, worked with levels of Ethernet switches orchestrated in a tree structure. This outline 

seemed well and good when customer server registering was overwhelming, yet such a static design is ill-suited to 

the dynamic processing and capacity needs of today's endeavor server farms, grounds, and bearer situations. A 

portion of the key processing patterns driving the requirement for another system worldview include: 

 
1. Changing traffic patterns 

Inside the venture server farm, movement designs have changed essentially. Rather than customer server 

applications where the majority of the correspondence happens between one customer and one server, today's 

applications get to various databases and servers, making a whirlwind of "east-west" machine-to-machine 

movement before returning information to the end client gadget in the great "north-south" activity design. In 

the meantime, clients are changing system movement designs as they push for access to corporate substance 

and applications from a gadget (counting their own), interfacing from anyplace, whenever. At long last, 

numerous endeavour server farms directors are pondering a utility processing model, which may incorporate a 

private cloud, open cloud, or some blend of both, bringing about extra activity over the wide territory 

organize. 

  
2. The "consumerization of IT" 

Clients are progressively utilizing portable individual gadgets, for example, cell phones, tablets, and scratch 

pad to get to the corporate system. IT is under weight to suit these individual gadgets in a fine-grained way 

while securing corporate information and licensed innovation and meeting consistence orders. 
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3. Explore the cloud services  

Ventures have energetically grasped both open and private cloud administrations, bringing about uncommon 

development of these administrations. Undertaking specialty units now need the dexterity to get to 

applications, framework, and other IT assets on request and individually. To add to the intricacy, IT's getting 

ready for cloud administrations must be done in a situation of expanded security, consistence, and examining 

necessities, alongside business redesigns, combinations, and mergers that can change suppositions overnight. 

Giving self-benefit provisioning, regardless of whether in a private or open cloud, requires flexible scaling of 

processing, stockpiling, and system assets, preferably from a typical perspective and with a typical suite of 

instruments. 

 

4. Acquire more bandwidth for “Big data” 

Taking care of today's "enormous information" or mega datasets requires huge parallel handling on a huge 

number of servers, all of which need guide associations with each other. The ascent of mega datasets is 

powering a steady interest for extra system limit in the server farm. Administrators of hyperscale server farm 

systems confront the overwhelming undertaking of scaling the system to beforehand incomprehensible size, 

keeping up any-to-any availability without losing everything. 

 

SDN upgrades the advantages of server farm virtualization, expanding asset adaptability and use and 

decreasing foundation expenses and overhead. SDN conveys speed and deftness while sending new 

applications and business administrations. Adaptability, strategy, and programmability are the signs of SDN 

arrangements, with a stage equipped for taking care of the most requesting systems administration needs of 

today and tomorrow. One of SDN's characterizing qualities is that it halfway places the insight of a system 

framework. 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

W. Xia, Y. Wen, and C .H. Foh, [4] has given a survey on software-defined networking wherein the idea about SDN 

presented. The paper tells that SDN is positioned to provide more efficient configuration, better performance, and higher 

flexibility to accommodate innovative network designs. This paper surveyed latest developments in this active research area 

of SDN. They have given first generally accepted definition for SDN with the afore- mentioned two characteristic features 

and potential benefits of SDN. Then dwell on its three-layer architecture, including an infrastructure layer, a control layer, and 

an application layer, and substantiate each layer with existing research efforts and its related research areas. Also it has 

explained with an overview of the de facto SDN implementation (i.e., OpenFlow).  
 

According to A. S. Dawood and M. N. Abdullah [ 8],  paper has presented a complete survey on the SDN. Also they 

have given an overview on the simulators used to implement these networks. 
 

O. Blial, M. B .Mamoun, and R. Benaini [9], has shown in their paper an overview on SDN Architectures with 

Multiple Controllers. This paper explains in detail the differences between multiple types of multicontroller 

architectures, like the distribution method and the communication system. 

 

The similar research studies have been done further by many authors in the same area of software defined network 

(SDN) with different approaches. 

SDN Architectural components: The architectural components are defines as follows: 

i. SDN Application 

SDN Applications are projects that unequivocally, specifically, and automatically impart their system 

prerequisites and coveted system conduct to the SDN Controller by means of a northbound interface (NBI). 

Also they may devour a disconnected perspective of the system for their inside basic leadership purposes. A 

SDN Application comprises of one SDN Application Logic and at least one NBI Drivers. SDN Applications 

may themselves uncover another layer of dreamy system control, in this manner offering at least one larger 

amount NBIs through particular NBI operators. 
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ii. SDN Controller 

The SDN Controller is a consistently concentrated substance responsible for (i) deciphering the prerequisites 

from the SDN Application layer down to the SDN Datapaths and (ii) furnishing the SDN Applications with a 

dynamic perspective of the system (which may incorporate insights and occasions). A SDN Controller 

comprises of at least one NBI Agents, the SDN Control Logic, and the Control to Data-Plane Interface (CDPI) 

driver. Definition as a consistently unified substance neither endorses nor blocks execution points of interest, 

for example, the organization of numerous controllers, the various leveled association of controllers, 

correspondence interfaces between controllers, nor virtualization or cutting of system assets 

 

iii. SDN Datapath 
The SDN Datapath is a logical network device that exposes visibility and uncontested control over its 

publicized sending and information preparing capacities. The legitimate portrayal may include all or a subset 

of the physical substrate assets. A SDN Datapath includes a CDPI operator and an arrangement of at least one 

movement sending motors and at least zero activity preparing capacities. These motors and capacities may 

incorporate basic sending between the datapath's outer interfaces or inward activity handling or end capacities. 

At least one SDN Datapaths might be contained in a solitary (physical) organize component—a coordinated 

physical blend of interchanges assets, overseen as a unit. A SDN Datapath may likewise be characterized over 

different physical system components. This coherent definition neither recommends nor blocks execution 

points of interest, for example, the intelligent to physical mapping, administration of shared physical assets, 

virtualization or cutting of the SDN Datapath, interoperability with non-SDN organizing, nor the information 

preparing usefulness, which can incorporate OSI layer 4-7 capacities. 

 

 
iv. SDN Control to Data-Plane Interface (CDPI) 

The SDN CDPI is the interface characterized between a SDN Controller and a SDN Datapath, which gives at 

any rate (i) automatic control of all sending operations, (ii) capacities promotion, (iii) insights detailing, and 

(iv) occasion notice. One estimation of SDN lies in the desire that the CDPI is actualized in an open, merchant 

unbiased and interoperable way. 

 
v. SDN Northbound Interfaces (NBI) 

SDN NBIs are interfaces between SDN Applications and SDN Controllers and regularly give theoretical 

system sees and empower coordinate articulation of system conduct and necessities. This may happen at any 

level of deliberation (scope) and crosswise over various arrangements of usefulness (longitude). One 

estimation of SDN lies in the desire that these interfaces are actualized in an open, seller unbiased and 

interoperable way. 
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Figure 1: SDN Architecture Components 

 

III. AN EXTENSIVE REVIEW FOR NETWORK PROGRAMMABILITY 

 

As an industry pioneer Cisco advocates a more extensive perspective of SDN that fuses numerous models for system 

programmability, notwithstanding the controller/operator demonstrate characterized by the ONF for OpenFlow. The 

Cisco vision for SDN is to give genuine system programmability, empowering engineers to compose applications that 

concentrate constant insight from the system, and apply investigation and knowledge to decide the proper strategy. 

Strategy is then pushed to the system components by means of OpenFlow, onePK, or different means (Figure 2) [3]. 

This shut circle show gives a tight coupling of the network-to-business applications, giving the applications the 

capacity to arrange organize assets. This empowers a situation in which the system gadgets themselves give 

examination to identify movement changes that demonstrate a surge in a particular application's activity. The 

organization application can then naturally alter approach to reconfigure the system to at the same time improve both 

client experience and application execution. 
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Figure 2  Cisco Vision for Network Programmability: Expose Network Value by Harvesting Network Intelligence to Dynamically 

Direct Policy [6] 

Potential Challenging Applications of SDN: 

 Applications of SDN in home, wireless, cellular, enterprise, data-center, and backbone networks 

 Application of SDN to network management, performance monitoring, security, etc. 

 Virtual appliances (e.g., firewalls, intrusion detection systems, load balancers, etc.) on SDN 

 Virtualization support in software-defined networks [2] 

 Switch designs for SDN 

 Application Programming Interfaces for SDN 

 Control and management software stack for SDN 

 Programming languages, verification techniques, and tools for SDN 

 Performance evaluation of SDN network elements and controllers 

 Experiences deploying SDN technology and applications in operational networks 

 Hybrid SDN approaches (integration with other control planes) 

 Transitioning existing networks to SDN 

 Placement and factoring of SDN control logic 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

Software Defined Networking (SDN) refactors the connection between system devices and the product that controls 

them. Open interfaces to organize switches empower more adaptable and unsurprising system control, and they make it 

simpler to expand arrange work. Still, numerous vital research challenges remain for future work like configuration of 

switches and APIs that offer more noteworthy adaptability without trading off execution, management with outline a 

product stage for the control and administration of programming characterized systems; planning a new applications 

that profit by the programmability of the system, bringing down the hindrance to making, testing, and assessing new 

applications. Also one can investigate moving a current system to SDN and a connection of a product characterized 

system which can interoperate with existing conventions and network devices and numerous others. 
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